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Claims 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13,· 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 21, and 22 

are reJected as incorrect. It does not appear that the variations 

in applicants,. system are random, since they are fixed by the 

cam contours, and uill produce an irregular time sequence of 

circuit connections which will, after a given time, be repeated. 

Moreover, given the two cam contours and the motor speed, the 

operation at ~ny subsequent period (after a given position) can 

be calcu~ated, since the s~e sequence of operation will always 

be repeated. from the si'l.Dle position. This is not true random 

Q~eration, no matter hou complex the sequence of operAtions cay be. 
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I The patents t~ Sav-oy, Shornberg and Jurhomme show true random 

operation of circuits, since the sequ.ence, or in the case of 

the time, of operation cannot be predicted. 

i 
Shoenbe~ 

~laim 10 is rej-ected with claim 7. The last line is also 

questioned. 'iiill not the order of operation aluays be the same in 

that only adjacent c::utacts can be operated in succession? 

Claim 13 is rejected as fully cot by Jurhonce, Savoy, and 

Shoenberg, whose ther~al contacts operate at random, being deter

mined ·oy such factors as ambient tem·perature. 

~laim 14, line 3, what is the e. ntecedent of ''1 ts1·? 

Claic 18 is rejected tvi th claim 13. ·.L'hc time intervEll be

tween successive operations of any ~~ivan circuit in the references 
i 

is variable. 
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Clnims 19 and 20, line 4, what is meant by "differentially"? 

Claims 21 and 22, line 3, What is meant by urandom order"? 

To what does this ref'er? How, if ut nll, does this limitation 

avoid th0 references? 

Claim 23 is rejected as indefinite. The relation between 

the irregular contact spacin~ and the varying time intervals of 

connection is not clear from the wording employed. 

Claim 6, ns at present advised, contains allow~ble subject 

matter. 

~xam1ner. 
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